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An Approach to Annual Reports By Agricultural Research Departments
Abstract
Leaders in agricultural research institutions in many developing countries want to publish Englishlanguage annual reports. They have few editorial and financial resources. Few have ( 1) analyzed their
reasons for reporting, (2) set priorities among audiences, or (3) considered a design that would serve the
audience(s). This paper proposes three main audiences for such reports: heads of agencies that use
agricultural research findings, agricultural scientists, and some persons interested in agricultural science
(but not scientists). An audience-friendly approach is suggested for the design and preparation of annual
reports that can be more useful than those written in the usual scientific-report form.
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An Approach To Annual Reports By
Agricultural Research Departments

K. Robert Kern

Leaders in agricultural research institutions in many
developing countries want to publish English-language annual
reports. They have few editorial and financial resources. Few
have ( 1) analyzed their reasons for reporting, (2) set priorities
among audiences, or (3) considered a design that would seive
the audience(s). This paper proposes three main audiences
for such reports: heads of agencies that use agricultural
research findings, agricultural scientists, and some persons
interested in agricultural science (but not scientists). An
audience-friendly approach is suggested for the design and
preparation of annual reports that can be more useful than
those written in the usual scientific-report form.
Most administrators and some
researchers in small national agri
cultural research systems believe
they should issue annual reports of
research. Their thoughts on the sub
ject seem to have been influenced by
an institution where they did post
graduate studies (in developed coun
tries) or by international research
centers. Many have trouble saying
why they want to make annual
reports. Few actually bring out
reports that either scientific or
political audiences find useful.
Few of these system staffs
include professional agricultural
communicators. Some have people
with such titles, but few have profes
sionally qualifled people in the roles.
While on a consultancy early in

1991, we were asked to advise on an
annual report of research. The query
came from people in the University
of the South Pacific School of
Agriculture. Based in Western Sa
moa, the research institute serves
11 Pacific Island countries. We met
and talked with both administrators
and researchers. They still asked for
something in writing. Here's what
we said.
About the Audlence(s)

The first problem in advising on
annual report style is that the
sponsorusuallywants a single report
to serve several audiences and pur
poses. The wish is understandable.
But such a report seldom fits inter
ests of more than one audience.
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Editortal advisers have to as
sume some things, putting them
selves in the mind of the executive.
Here were my assumptions about
audiences for annual institutional
research reports.
The audience most important to
the research system is the heads of
agrtcultural departments or execu
tives in ministrtes that have poten
tial use for results of agrtcultural
research. (We suggest that the com
munity of science has its own well
developed systems to exchange true
contrtbutions to world knowledge.
Institutional reports have a small
role in such systems. They fall short
in terms of almost random
circulation and weak peer review.)
These people are mainly admin
istrators. They don't have time to
read what they must read. They have
little time for other reading. While
many were once in research, that is
no longer their main activity. Their
guiding interests and needs now limit
their appetite for technical reports of
research.
Their main interests, in my as
sumptions, include wanting to know:
What problems are addressed by a
piece of research; and What general
findings relate to those problems and
whether the findings will be relevant
to their interests.
Their reading habits probably
justify another assumption: They
skip most items that deal with de
sign of expertments and scientific
details. Some will pursue data on
some expertments, but on a selec
tive, personal-choice basis.
Some such persons expect
subordinates to screen matertal and
to select for them; then to read and
summarize the selected items. These
Mre aders" are often weak on
technical and scientific matters. (Our
presumption here is that people in
the research system are better able

to screen and summarize research
reports than are subordinates of
people in their target audience.)
Second-order audiences include
working researchers and persons
who are simply interested in what
scientists are doing. One is an audi
ence of scientists, the other is a
general-interest audience.
Take first the general-interest
audience, which may include mus
media writers, university faculty,
politicians, civil aervanta, and
others.
Reading behaviors of this audi
ence (actually several audiences)
probably resembles those of the ad
ministrator audience. The format that
suits an administrator audience
should serve this one as well. For
many of the same reasons of time
and the way they follow their inter
ests while reading. They tend to be
consummatory readers, as Jim
Grunig descrtbed in a paper to a
research-wrtters conference in 1979.
When their interest flags, they move
on to something else.
Some in this group (perhaps
university faculty) may read like sci
entists. Those few can be served in
the way we'll suggest to serve
researcher audiences.
Active researchers in fields of
agricultural science and related
sciences.
These people, as part of their
work, must read in and about their
field of interest. They are accustomed
to reading scientific articles in a
typical form, such as Robert Day's
IMRAD (introduction, methods and
matertals, results and discussion).
They need to know these details to
judge for themselves the validity and
perhaps reliability of the work.
The IMRAD form that thrtlls
these readers tends, unfortunately,
to bore non-scientist audiences. The
publication that serves the research
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